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b quark not heavy enough
to compensate for the 

large  CKM suppression: 
(VcbVub)2 ~ λ10

Expect D mixing parameters to be small

The contribution of b quark can be neglected ⇒ D system 
essentially involves only 1st 2 generations ⇒ no CPV

Hence mixing vanishes in the Flavor SU(3) limit

Has been shown to arise only at 2nd order in SU(3) breaking
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|∆ Γ| << ∆ M

For Bs case :

Measure of Phase in mixing can be made by rate asymmetry in semileptonic decays 
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Angle measurements cont….











γ





No final state with 2 such tree

contributions--BUT
b→ cb→ u

color suppressed , B−→D0 K−∼VubVcs

∼A λ3(ρ+i η)

color allowed, B−→D0 K−∼VcbVus

∼A λ3

Among the DK methods, there is GLW, ADS, SS
Attention has been paid to the  GGSZ, using Daltz plot analysis—but 

still large error.

Need to look for decay modes with two weak amplitude contributions:

DK methods



� γ cannot be measured using time dependent techniques
•Other methods developed:
----Kπ Methods, interference of b→→→→ u tree and b→→→→ s 

penguin
Tree is Cabibbo suppressed, Penguin contributions, 
including   Electroweak Penguins cannot be neglected
Size of the tree and penguin unknown →→→→ hadronic

uncertainties





Side Measurements



In  the last decade we have obtained
compelling evidence that:

Neutrinos: What we know

⇒ �������	������

the	Standard	Model	

Neutrinos have nonzero mass
Mass is at least a million times 
lighter than that of an electron
Neutrinos of different flavours mix
Unlike quark mixing angles, two of 
the neutrino mixing angles are very 
large
They could perhaps be their own 
antiparticles
Their finite mass ⇒ �������	������

the	Standard	Model	

Neutral weakly interacting particles



The three flavours of neutrinos appear along with the corresponding lepton 
in the  decay of the Weak Bosons

Does not
happen

If neutrinos have masses, leptons can mix and we can have,

Gives ν time to change character



Flavour change requires
Neutrino Masses, Mass(νi)

Lepton mixing

The neutrinos of definite flavour must be superpositions of the mass 
eigenstates

Mixing Matrix



Probability for Neutrino Oscillation

In Vacuum

In Matter

Long Baseline 
Experiments













Leptonic
CPV from Neutrino Mixing












